Abstract: This paper makes two proposals for Monte Carlo Softmax Search, which is a recently proposed method that is classified as a selective search like the Monte Carlo Tree Search. The first proposal separately defines the node-selection and backup policies to allow researchers to freely design a node-selection policy based on their searching strategies and confirms the principal variation produced by the Monte Carlo Softmax Search to that produced by a minimax search. The second proposal modifies commonly used learning methods for positional evaluation functions. In our new proposals, evaluation functions are learned by Monte Carlo sampling, which is performed with the backup policy in the search tree produced by Monte Carlo Softmax Search. The learning methods under consideration include supervised learning, reinforcement learning, regression learning, and search bootstrapping. Our sampling-based learning not only uses current positions and principal variations but also the internal nodes and important variations of a search tree. This step reduces the number of games necessary for learning. New learning rules are derived for sampling-based learning based on the Monte Carlo Softmax Search and combinations of the modified learning methods are also proposed in this paper.
Introduction
Recently, Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [1] , which is a type of selective search, has been applied to computer shogi (Japanese chess). Based on its wide success, it has become one of the leading methods applied to computer go, and Alpha Zero, which is based on MCTS, scored fairly well against the strongest programs based on traditional search algorithms even in chess and shogi [2] .
MCTS's typical search method is the UCT algorithm (Upper Confidence Bound 1 Applied to Trees) [3] , which deterministically selects a child node with the largest upper confidence bound (UCB) among its brother nodes. The Monte Carlo Softmax Search (MCSS) is another proposed selective search scheme [4] . Continuous functions like Boltzmann distribution functions are used for node selection and backup calculation in MCSS, unlike for MCTS. That makes it possible to calculate the gradient vectors of the positional evaluation functions with respect to the parameters included in those functions to introduce a new dimension that is not expected from
MCTS.
This paper makes two proposals on MCSS, (1) separation between a node-selection policy and a backup policy, and (2) new sampling-based learning algorithms performed in a search tree produced by MCSS. In MCSS, a policy for selecting a child node while searching used the same Boltzmann distribution function where a backup policy propagates the values of the leaf nodes †1 Shibaura Institute of Technology toward the upper nodes [4] . This step caused a problem: the optimal sequence of the moves estimated by MCSS with a finite temperature parameter did not always conform to the principal variation (PV) defined in the minimax search. We separately define the two policies and use a backup policy with a low temperature to find the PV. A node-selection policy is freely designed to control the depth and width of a search tree based on the system designer's strategies.
Second, we show that positional evaluation functions can be learned by Monte Carlo sampling with backup policies in a search tree produced by MCSS. Many methods have been proposed for the learning evaluation functions of computer chess and shogi.
Most works are based on supervised learning, reinforcement learning, regression learning, and search bootstrapping. These learning methods (except bootstrapping) only exploit the current positions and the principal leaves after the legal moves at the current positions. Current position refers to a state that actually appears in games for learning, and principal leaf denotes a leaf node of a PV. This paper pays attention not only to PV but also to the leaves of the important variations around it, which means that the feature parameters, which are highly related to the positions of those leaf nodes, can be updated toward their optimal values.
Internal nodes in a search tree are learned by bootstrapping.
Usually for learning positional evaluation functions, the parameters to be learned must be included in or highly related to the positions prepared for learning. A huge amount of learning data, such as the records of games between professional shogi players or the self-play games of the learning system, must be prepared to increase the learning accuracy. However, the learning method proposed in this paper will considerably reduce the number of games required for learning.
For explanatory simplicity, we mainly restrict the scope of our theory's application to computer shogi in this paper.
General Flow of Monte Carlo Softmax Search
In the search method of MCSS [4] , a softmax operation selects a child node based on a certain probability distribution function instead of a deterministic minimax calculation over the values of the child nodes. The serial processes that stochastically select the child nodes from the root node down to a leaf node in a search tree are considered as Monte Carlo sampling. For this reason, the method proposed in Ref. 4 
is called a Monte Carlo Softmax Search (MCSS).
The following is the general MCSS flow [4] [a]: 1) Initialization: Set current state u to the root node.
2) Selection: One child node v=child (u) is selected by a stochastic node-selection policy. MCTS has almost the same flow. However, it uses a deterministic node-selection policy in step 2 and uses playout for evaluating the leaf nodes in step 3. The detailed processes and characteristics of MCSS are described in the next section.
Details of MC Softmax Algorithm

Softmax operation in a backup policy
In shogi, the search's objective is to determine the principal variation. The deeper the search, the more accurate a PV is found under the constraints of the thinking time. An iterative deepening search algorithm is usually used to expand all the next child nodes in only one step. In this algorithm, the child node values are back- b) The term, Softmax Policy, is used in reinforcement learning as a policy through which an agent selects its action. The node-selection policy corresponds to an nodes is called backup and is repeated up to the root node.
Minimax calculation is used in the backup process to search for the PV. Instead of minimax calculation, the MC softmax search uses the following softmax operation that defines an internal node's value using the expectation of its child node's values as follows: 
Stochastic selective search in node selection
Minimax search, which intends to find the PV in a whole In computer go, MCTS is the most successful searching method [1] . UCT is a typical example of MCTS and deterministically selects a child node with the largest upper confidence bound (UCB) among its brother nodes [3] . UCT is a deterministic selective search method. AlphaZero [2] proved that MCTS is applicable even to chess and shogi as well as go [d] .
Recently selective search is being applied to shogi more A more different point is that MCSS stochastically selects a child node with node selection probability ( | ) [e]. In UCT, which is a typical MCTS method, the upper bounds of the child nodes are estimated [3] . Upper bound Ia (UCB1) [7] is defined by
where ns and na are the number of visiting s and selecting a at s. � is the sampling average of the payoff after selecting a up to this time [7] [8], and c is a weight coefficient that provides a balance between exploitation and exploration [f].
The child node with the largest Ia value among its brother nodes is selected deterministically [3] The stochastic selective search in MCSS has two advantages. Second, explicit pruning techniques in a search tree, which are devised in the full-width searches as an alpha-beta search, are not necessary in MCSS. Nodes with low scores are not selected so frequently, and the production of arcs from the nodes is naturally suppressed.
Boltzmann distribution functions applied to policies
In thermodynamics and statistical physics, the principle of maximum entropy proposed by Jaynes derives the probability distribution function necessary for calculating such physical quantities as the energy of a physical system [9] . In this section, we show that the principle also derives a Boltzmann distribution function and can be applied to the stochastic action selection of agents.
Consider the problem of how an agent selects an optimal action at the current state using heuristics E that evaluate the agent's actions. Ei refers to the score of action i, which is selected with probability pi calculated from Ei. The value of expectation <E> of {Ei}(i=1,2,…,n) is specified to value ET to maintain the selection quality.
The principle of maximum entropy argues that an action should be selected based on probability function that maximizes entropy ({ }) ≡ − ∑ ln under the constraints imposed on { } and maintains the largest uncertainty about action decisions. However, that decision seems the most unbiased.
The Lagrange multiplier method gives the Boltzmann distribution function:
by maximizing entropy ({ }) under constraints ∑ = 1
When temperature T approaches zero, only of action i that has the largest Ei increases to 1 and the stochastic selection policy in (3.4) is reduced to a deterministic policy [j] . On the other hand, the policy approaches a random policy at infinite temperature.
and the second term in Eq. (3.3) gradually reduces.
h) A node-selection policy can be defined independently from a backup policy, as will be mentioned in Section 3.3.
i) T is calculated by Eq. (3.4) and ∑ = . Therefore, T or is a measure of the randomness of exploration.
j) The policy becomes a deterministic selection to minimize Ei if Ei is replaced with -Ei.
The stochastic policy for selecting an action based on the Boltzmann distribution function is widely used as Boltzmann selection in reinforcement learning and as the Boltzmannexploration-based search in multiarmed bandit problems [3] [10] .
In this paper, we propose two Boltzmann-type functions for node-selection policy ( | ) and backup policy P(ai;s).
However, Ei and T are not necessarily identical in the two functions.
Recursive definition of move and node values
Let at be a move at the t-th turn (t=1,2,…,La) in a two-player game like shogi. In MCSS, backup policy Pa (at;ut) is given by a Boltzmann distribution function:
Ta is a temperature parameter.
( , ) is called a move value, which indicates the value of move a at position u.
Suppose that the opponent's backup policy is given by Pb (bt;vt), where bt is the opponent's move at the t-th turn (Fig.1) . d We define node values ( ) and ( ) in the search tree using move values:
Since a state after a move is determined uniquely in shogi, move value ( , ) is replaced by node value ( ( ; )) as
and 
When node is a leaf node, i.e., d=D-1, the move value is defined using positional evaluation function ( ; ) [m]:
Similarly, node values are written recursively from (3.7) to (3.10):
If node is a leaf, Stepping down to bottom node ∈ ( , ) of the recursion in Eqs. (3.16) and (3.20) , move values ( , ) and node values ( ) are expressed using transition probabilities: On the other hand, the transition probability where Pa (a;u) and
is a probability that node u is selected from root through 
MCSS in multiplayer games
In Section 3. 
n) The realization probability defined in Gekisashi is represented by the features of moves instead of the positional evaluation functions and used as a nodeselection policy. However, MCSS computes a node-selection policy only from positional evaluation functions [4] .
(3.26)
Only defining the move and node values of the leaves by Eqs.
(3.17) and (3.21) is necessary as in a two-player game. Therefore, the theories in Sections 3 and 4 are easily applied to n-player games.
Learning Positional Evaluation Functions Based on MCSS
Many methods have been proposed for the learning evaluation functions of computer chess, go, and shogi, based on supervised learning, reinforcement learning, regression learning, and search bootstrapping. In this section, we use backup policy functions ( ; ) , node values ( ), and move values ( , ) in these learning algorithms.
Supervised learning
The Bonanza method, a well-known supervised learning algorithm for positional evaluation functions in shogi, uses game records between professional shogi players as teaching data [12] [13]. As an extension of this method, a supervised learning method using policy gradients was proposed by Konemura et al. [14] .
In Ref.
14, a loss function to be minimized was defined by
(4.1) * and are the probability distribution functions of the PVs. Therefore, we define the loss function:
which leads to the following learning rule:
The calculation of gradient vector ∇ ( , ) is described in Section 5.
Value-based reinforcement learning
TD(λ) is a typical method using value-based reinforcement learning algorithms [15] . We replace the state value function used in the TD(λ) method with node value ( ) , defined by Eq.
(3.20), to derive the following learning rule: First, we define a loss function of learning:
v is the state of the opponent's turn after the learning agent makes move a at s. s' is the next state after the opponent makes b at v.
The second term in the square bracket in Eq. (4.11) becomes ( ) using Eqs. (3.9) to (3.12) . We also use a steepest descent method to derive a learning rule here. The second term is the target value of ( , ) and should not be differentiated with respect to .
The learning rule is expressed as
14)
The calculation of gradient vector ∇ ( , ) is described in Section 5. Note that s is not restricted to an actual position that appears during games, but it is an internal node of a search tree.
Policy-based reinforcement learning
REINFORCE by Williams is a method of policy-based reinforcement learning [16] . The PG expectation method is a learning scheme based on REINFORCE and softmax search.
Policy Gradient with Principal Leaf (PGLeaf) is a fast approximate version of the PG expectation method [17] [18]． Using backup policy Pa (at;ut) and move value ( , ) in Eq. (3.5), the learning rule in the PG expectation method is expressed:
The calculation of ∇ ( , ) on the right-hand side is described in Section 5.
Regression learning
Let r( ) be a variable that takes 1 if a learning agent wins game , and otherwise it is 0. Next we define function ( ) that predicts winning the game at state s using node value function ( ):
If a loss function is defined as 18) then the steepest descent method gives the following learning rule:
where
Alpha Zero [2] also uses a similar regression learning.
However, it used a positional evaluation function ( ; ) instead of ( ) in Eq. (4.17).
Learning by bootstrapping
Veness et al. proposed for chess a learning algorithm called
Search Bootstrapping [19] and used deep search results to learn evaluation function ( ; ). We apply node values (s) to their bootstrapping approach and define a loss function on set of states S:
The steepest descent method gives the following learning rule if (s) is the target values of ( ; ):
In Eq. (4.22), represents an internal node of a search tree. The value of leaf * of a PV, ( * ) , was used in the past bootstrapping algorithm as the target value of ( ; ) in Eq. respectively. We define the following loss function to make ( ; , ) close to ( ; ):
(4.23) ( ; ) is the deep search result and is used as a target value.
The learning rule becomes
where ( ; ) is the state after making move a at state s. Eq. functions and was used in the loss function of Alpha Zero [2] .
Learning by Monte Carlo Sampling with Backup Policies
Gradient vectors of move and node values
We 
If is a leaf node of the search tree, i.e., d=D-1, then The method for calculating ∇ ( ) is expressed recursively:
If is a leaf node of the search tree, i.e., d=D, then are highly related to those nodes, are updated frequently.
Learning rules expressed by gradient vectors of node value functions
In the last section, the learning rules were expressed by ∇ ( , ) and ∇ ( ) . The space dimension of the latter vector is much smaller than that of the former. If the former is written by the latter, much memory space can be saved. We rewrote all the learning rules in Section 4 just using ∇ ( ).
We consider supervised learning in Eq. (4.7). Using (A.1), the updating rule in Eq. (4.7) is rewritten: This is a huge advantage to reduce the number of games necessary for sufficient learning.
Combination of learning methods: including supervised learning
We expressed the updating rules of the major learning methods in shogi using ∇ ( ) and carried them out by Monte Carlo sampling with backup policies on the search tree. The next problem is how to combine these learning methods. In this paper, we divide that problem into two cases depending on whether supervised learning was included or not.
In the former case, we propose the following combination of supervised learning methods using policy gradients [14] , Qlearning, and bootstrapping:
Example of learning with a teacher signal:
1) Prepare training data that consist of a set of states S and target distribution * ( | ) for supervised learning.
2) Do the following procedure for ∀ ∈ : 
Conclusion
We made two proposals for MCSS. First, we separated a node-selection policy from a backup policy. This separation allows researchers to freely design a node-selection policy based on their searching strategies and to find the exact principal variation given by minimax search. Second, we proposed new sampling-based learning algorithms for a positional evaluation function. This sampling is performed with backup policies in the search tree produced by MCSS. The proposed learning algorithm is applicable to supervised learning, reinforcement learning, regression learning, and search bootstrapping.
The new learning methods consider not only the PV leaves but also the leaves of the important variations around the PVs.
The feature parameters highly related to the positions of those leaf nodes can be updated toward their optimal values. The internal nodes in a search tree are learned by bootstrapping. We showed examples of combining these learning methods to reduce the number of games necessary for learning. We are planning to implement our proposed search and learning methods into shogi programs to evaluate their effectiveness. Designing and learning selection strategies in a node-selection policy are also future problems.
